
Royal Effigy  of King Albert I -  1915-1922

The Belgian definitives of the XX-th century have been neglected for a long time. Just a few

series have been discussed and studied pretty well like the King Baldwin designed by Anne Wiś-

niewska-Velghe or the Birds designed by André Buzin.  We thank the Study Circles Royal Effi-

gies and André Buzin for this.

The King Albert I  series of  1915 was mainly printed  in typography by Waterlow and Sons,

London, England. All face values but for the 3 c were available in 1915 in the non-occupied part

of Belgium. After Word War I the stamps were distributed also elsewhere in the liberated Bel-

gium. However, still the stamps were printed by Waterlow and Sons.  In 1920 at last the 3c was

issued. 

It took some time before in 1922 the Mechelen Printing House started to print the 5c and 20c

stamps in typography from plates prepared by Waterlow and Sons.

Studying the catalogues - the  Belgian Dealers Association with OBC and the German Michel -

it becomes clear that several types are recognized however with poor illustrations not-withstan-

ding the ample texts.

Michel:



OBC:

Four types described of which type IV refers to the in Mechelen printed stamps.

A 5th type of the 5c  could be considered a subtype of type I or as a proof/essay.

Bearing in mind the chronology and the fact that more that one printing house was involved, we

might state the catalogue publishers were not always consistent or logical in their listings.

The Mechelen printings of  1922  deserve a separate status and need to be listed just before the

1922-1927 definitives of King Albert I designed by Houyoux.



The way there are listed now in the OBC does not give the several versions the attention they

deserve and may suggest the variation is insignificant.

Back to the 4 types or rather designs!

The type I, II and III all have band of beads around the oval that contains the effigy of King

Albert I. In the lefthand upper corner of the stamp the ornaments keep an even distance from

the beads but in type IV [Mechelen printings] a fragment of the ornaments jumps out towards

the beads.



In all types [except for type II]  a broken curl ç is present with a diagonal white line. Both in the

lefthand upper corner as well as in the righthand upper corner. This allows us to establish the

types still when the cancellations are a bit heavy and cover the characteristic details.

Type I left and right with the break in the ç curl:

Type II left and right with the break in the ç curl:



Type III just as type I has the broken curl, but in the lefthand lower corner type III shows next

to the tablet a break of  the white oval frame towards the effigy inside.

At the left  type I - at the right type III

Type III of the 2c:



More differences between type I and type III can be seen in the left upper corner.  Type 3 is

slightly more symmetrical as to the left and right of  these ornaments.

Type I Type III

The value tablets show a lot of variation in the shape of the  „c“;  both in its compactness and

its relative position to the ciphers.

The  „5“ itself shows some variation in shape!

 



Note the flag of the „5“ and its distance to the white frame!



The usage of papers

We have not dealt with the usage of paper! Paper for typography printing was without a water-

mark. But it did show a clearly visible imprint of the sieve structure - when held against a strong

light source - i.e. a symmetrical sieve structure following a linen-binding with long rhombs. The

direction of paper - along the long diagonal of the rhomb - was vertical for ALL Waterlow prin-

tings  but horizontal for the Mechelen  printings. 

Mechelen printing with direction of paper horizontal



Apart from the direction of paper another aspect of the sieve structure is its density! Most stamp

papers - world wide in the 1850-1938 period - had a sieve structure with rhombs about 1.25mm

high.
 

At least one of the Waterlow printings  - with type I - had a fine sieve with rhombs circa 1.00mm

high.

Fine, 1.00mm high rhombs: 



Coarse 1.25mm high rhombs: 



Survey according to types

 1915 issue  - Waterlow plates and  typography

King Albert I with type I, 1915, 1919-1922 (in brackets the years known that had a Depot mark):

- 1c orange (1915, 1919), 2c brown (1915, 1920, 1922, 1924 *), 5c green (1915, 1919),

10c red (1915, 1919-1922), 15c violet (1915, 1920), 20c lilac (1915, 1919-1921), 

25c blue

King Albert I with type II, 1919-1921 (in brackets the years known that had a Depot mark): 

- 1c orange (1919), 2c brown (1920), 3c grey (1921), 5c green (1920-1921),

15c violet (1919-1921)

King Albert I with type III, 1920 (in brackets the years known that had a Depot mark):

- 2c brown (1920), 5c green (1920), 

10c red (1920), 15c violet (1920); the latter two both scarce!

*  Marks with Depot 1924 do occur but this does not imply that the stamps were printed in that year!

1922 issue -  with Waterlow plates,  typography of the Atelier du Timbre in Mechelen

King Albert I,  with type IV, 1922 (in brackets the years of which the Depot mark is known)

-  5c green (1922),  20c lilac (1922)


